(Log)linear MCA model
We start with the metabolite mass balance equations in the metabolic network with consideration of conserved moieties (see Table 1 
We then define the following diagonal matrices: steady state fluxes matrix, V ; independent metabolite concentrations matrix, ; dependent metabolite concentration matrix, ; conserved moiety concentrations matrix, ; enzyme activity parameter matrix, ; other system parameters matrix, . We next scale the system as follows: 
Using the definitions of elasticities and weight matrices (see Table 1 
where
MCA under uncertainty Supplementary Material
The concentration control coefficient matrix can be derived as
Anaerobic glycolytic pathway model of nongrowing yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae
Our analysis is based on an established kinetics model (Teusink et al., 2000 ) (see Figure 7 in main text). The set of ordinary differential equations that describes the mass balances of the metabolic intermediates is listed below. 
] [
where subscripts "f" and "b" denote forward and backward fluxes, respectively.
At the steady state, a net metabolic flux distribution can be calculated by MFA with available information of products formation rates scaled by glucose uptake rate (Teusink et al., 2000) ( Figure S1 , some values have been adjusted to obtain the feasible steady state). equilibrium coefficients, ρ , according to the information provided in the model (Table   S1 ). Table S1 . Equilibrium coefficients for the fluxes in glycolytic pathway model.
Metabolic Flux

Glycolytic enzyme kinetics and elasticity expressions
For the kinetic mechanisms of the enzymes catalyzing glycolytic fluxes, we follow the published kinetic model (Teusink et al., 2000) , and apply the MichaelisMenten kinetics when information are not available (Segel, 1975) .
Glucose transport
The glucose transport across cell membrane follows a symmetric kinetics , 1 
According to the Monte Carlo sampling procedure described in the main text, we uniformly sample the degree of enzyme active site saturation, and therefore generate random independent samples of scaled metabolite concentrations, , , and . These samples are used to calculate the elasticities. Figure S2 Figure S2 . PDFs of the randomized elasticities of trans
HK, GAPDH, PGK, and PYK
The kinetics of these four enzymes follows 
Similarly, we generate random independent samples of scaled metabolite concentrations, , , and . These samples are used to calculate the elasticities. 
Similarly, we generate random independent samples of scaled metabolite concentrations, , and . These samples are used to calculate the elasticities. Figure   S4 illustrates the PDFs of the randomized elasticities for 2000 random sets of samples of the scaled concentrations. Figure S4 . PDFs of the randomized elasticities of trehalose production
Glycogen and glycerol production
These two fluxes follow the irreversible symmetric kinetics, 
where and are the scaled concentration of G6P, for glycogen production, and DHAP, for glycerol production, with respect to two enzymatic constants. is the scaled 
We generate random independent samples of scaled metabolite concentrations, 1 s , , and 2 s . These samples are used to calculate the elasticities. Figure S5 
where is the scaled concentrations of the substrate (G6P for PGI, 3PG for PGM, 2PG 
We generate random independent samples of scaled metabolite concentrations, and s p . These samples are used to calculate the elasticities. Figure S6 
with
where , , and are the scaled concentrations of F6P, ATP, and AMP, respectively.
After deriving the elasticity expressions and sampling metabolite concentrations with respect to different enzymatic constants, we obtain the PDFs of the elasticities as shown in Figure S7 for 2000 random sets of samples of the scaled concentrations.. 
We generate random independent samples of scaled metabolite concentrations, .
These samples are used to calculate the elasticities. Figure S9 illustrates the PDFs of the randomized elasticities for 2000 random sets of samples of the scaled concentrations. 
We generate random independent samples of scaled metabolite concentrations, 1 s , , , , , , , T se samples are used to calculate the elasticities. Figure   S10 illustrates the PDFs of the randomized elasticities for 2000 random sets of samples of the scaled concentrations. 
